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New Strategy + New Orders = New Momentum  
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ALTERNET SYSTEMS, INC. (OTC – ALYI - Price $0.0087) 

Price Target: $0.09 Rating: Speculative Buy 

 

COMPANY SNAPSHOT 

Alternet Systems, Inc. is focused on offering varied, 
environmentally sustainable, energy storage 
solutions for targeted markets, including consumer 
electric vehicles and military applications. The first 
product category is lithium battery-powered 
motorcycles, to be followed by motorbikes. These 
products are released through its newly launched 
ReVolt Electric Motorbikes subsidiary.  

KEY STATISTICS 

Price as of 9/14/18 $0.0087 

52 Week High – Low $0.038 - $0.006 

Est. Shares Outstanding 176.9M 

Market Capitalization $1.5M 

30-Day Average Volume 1 231,268 

Exchange OTCPK 

 

COMPANY INFORMATION 

Alternet Systems, Inc.  
1319 Crampton Street 
Dallas TX 75207 

Web:     www.LithiumIP.com 
Email:   info@lithiumip.com 
Phone : 800.713.0297 

INVESTMENT HIGHLIGHTS 

Conclusion: Since our initiation of coverage in 
May 2018, ALYI has evolved from an R&D firm to 
an innovative, revenue-generating company with a 
revised approach that could generate greater 
results than originally forecast. Thus, we reiterate 
our $0.09 price target.  

Upgraded Strategy: Management has revised its 
approach from offering products exclusively using 
Lithium-ion battery solutions to engaging in an 
agnostic energy storage approach to its markets. 
ALYI is now free to utilize best-of-class and best 
price approaches, including graphene, solar, fuel 
cells, sodium-ion and others. This shift offers 
greater upside, in our view.  

New $1M Order: ALYI recently received its first 
order for its ReVolt Electric Motorcycle, a 100-unit 
order valued at $1 million, to support a new inner-
city shared ride initiative in Africa.  We believe this 
that this deal will result in follow-on orders and new 
sales to other channels and geographies. An 
announcement by Uber that it is now targeting the 
use of motorbikes and scooters for short trips is 
clearly having an impact on interest in the space.  

Spin-off coming: ALYI’s planned ReVolt public 
spin-off in the coming quarters should increase 
shareholder value.  

Catalysts Ahead: As ReVolt achieves production, 

design and sales milestones, the value of ALYI and 

this subsidiary, prior to its future spin-off, could 

serve as major catalysts for ALYI shareholders. 

Plus, entrance into new markets such as the 

military could prove to be a bonus for investors. 

http://www.goldmanresearch.com/
mailto:rob@goldmanresearch.com
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THE LATEST 

New Approach 

Alternet Systems, Inc. (OTC - ALYI – Speculative Buy) has been quite busy since our May 2018 coverage 

initiation. ALYI has shifted its strategy to an approach, that in our view, offers greater upside for the Company 

and investors. Specifically, management has revised its emphasis from offering products exclusively using 

Lithium-ion battery solutions to the exploration of varied energy storage products for the electric vehicle market 

and a new vertical, the military. One new category is graphene-based supercapacitors. Current graphene-

based supercapacitors can now store almost as much energy as lithium-ion batteries, charge and discharge in 

seconds and maintain this activity over tens of thousands of charging cycles. Other alternatives being 

considered include fuel cells, photosynthesis, solid state technologies, sodium-ion, solar, foam, aluminum 

graphite, and sand. It should be noted that most of these alternatives are safer and more abundant than 

Lithium. It should be noted that management intends to partner with universities and R&D organizations to 

commercialize their technologies via the introduction of new, high-growth, technology applications. 

 

Industry Momentum 

The Company has seen an increased interest from prospective strategic investors since Uber announced a 

shift away from cars to electric bikes and scooters for short trips. Alternet Systems introduced a strategy last 

year to commercialize advanced energy storage technologies by integrating the technologies into specific 

products and services. Alternet's leading project is housed in a subsidiary recently launched by the Company 

called ReVolt Electric Motorbikes. Alternet's ReVolt has its first electric motorcycle in pilot production now. 

Uber has recognized the trend toward electric bike and scooter transportation within inner cities after Alternet 

had already launched a business strategy to deliver electric vehicles for this market with a special emphasis in 

Africa. Uber currently has 2 million regular users in Africa and 29,000 registered drivers. Alternet management 

reports that the company is receiving an increased number of emails and calls from investors interested in 

learning more about the ReVolt subsidiary. Management is optimistic that Uber's move will result in an 

opportunity for Alternet to realize accelerated growth in this category. 

A $1M Order 

In a surprise event, ALYI recently announced that it received an order worth $1 million for 100 of its ReVolt 

Electric Motorcycles.  It is a surprise because we believed that initial orders would be generated on the 

consumer side in the U.S. first, which would be used to fund the commercialization of the technology. That 

event was to be followed by commercial orders abroad in a second stage. This shift, in our view, bodes very 

well for the Company and management is leveraging this deal as part of its overall go-to-market strategy. 

The recently announced 100-unit order is intended to support a new inner-city shared ride initiative in 

Africa.  The ReVolt Electric Motorcycle is a stylish retro design with a rugged structure coming with two saddle 

seats and a side car.  Alternet’s ReVolt Electric Motorcycle is currently in pilot production.  The order is 

contingent on a successful test of the pilot electric motorbike expected to take place before the end of this 

year.  If the test is successful, the first 30 electric motorcycles will then go into production.  The total order calls 

for a phased delivery over a 2-year period. 

http://www.goldmanresearch.com/
http://pr.report/hUNP2Z4l
http://pr.report/hUNP2Z4l
http://pr.report/iF08GIbA
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FUTURE “DRIVERS” 

ReVolt has partnered with a manufacturing company to first produce a motorcycle based on the 1930's BMW 

R71 motorcycle with sidecar utilized by the German Army in WWII (think Steve McQueen in (The Great 

Escape).  The ReVolt Classic Electric Motorbike with Sidecar will be powered by an electric motor utilizing an 

Alternet Systems designed lithium battery solution. Initial production runs and sales in the U.S. are expected to 

occur this year, with future product designs and commercial sales in and emerging markets (such as the Africa 

deal) slated to continue next year.   

The expected growth in the fuel cell electric vehicle market is enormous and management has targeted a key 

segment that offers significant potential. According to a just-released report by Global Market Insights, the 

market is slated to surpass the $9 billion mark by 2024. Moreover, e-bikes, ReVolt’s flagship product segment, 

is expected to account for as much as nearly 25% of the entire fuel cell vehicle market—yet it is not as 

crowded as the traditional electric vehicle market, which serves as a major advantage for the Company. This 

figure is driven (pun intended) by huge sales growth and market penetration expectations in emerging markets, 

as a result of the relative affordability and practicality of e-bikes over automobiles and as a replacement for 

current motorbikes. 

Looking ahead, Alternet management seeks to increase shareholder value by spinning off subsidiaries such as 

ReVolt via Reg A+ public offerings and subsequent subsidiary fund-raisings. In this fashion, Alternet will serve 

in a role as a holding company that maintains the critical IP assets while each subsidiary operates in its own 

industry-specific commercial niche, leveraging/licensing the IP. As a result, Alternet shareholders can generate 

outsized returns via direct ownership in the Company, along with a stock dividend in the subsidiaries that are 

spun-off.   

We believe that Alternet’s stock should trade at a significantly higher price given its varied approach, evolution 

from an R&D firm to a revenue-generating company, and momentum, which could fuel sales up to the $3-5M 

next year. Moreover, as ReVolt achieves production, design and sales milestones, the value of the subsidiary 

ahead of its future spin-off could serve as a major bonus for ALYI shareholders as well. Thus, we reiterate our 

$0.09 price target.  
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SENIOR ANALYST: ROBERT GOLDMAN 

Rob Goldman founded Goldman Small Cap Research in 2009 and has over 20 years of investment and 
company research experience as a senior research analyst and as a portfolio and mutual fund manager. 
During his tenure as a sell side analyst, Rob was a senior member of Piper Jaffray's Technology and 
Communications teams. Prior to joining Piper, Rob led Josephthal & Co.'s Washington-based Emerging 
Growth Research Group. In addition to his sell-side experience Rob served as Chief Investment Officer of a 
boutique investment management firm and Blue and White Investment Management, where he managed 
Small Cap Growth portfolios and The Blue and White Fund.  

ANALYST CERTIFICATION 

I, Robert Goldman, hereby certify that the view expressed in this research report accurately reflect my personal 
views about the subject securities and issuers. I also certify that no part of my compensation was, is, or will be, 
directly or indirectly, related to the recommendations or views expressed in this research report. 

DISCLAIMER 

This Opportunity Research report was prepared for informational purposes only.  

Goldman Small Cap Research, (a division of Two Triangle Consulting Group, LLC) produces research via two 
formats: Goldman Select Research and Goldman Opportunity Research. The Select format reflects the Firm’s 
internally generated stock ideas along with economic and stock market outlooks. Opportunity Research 
reports, updates and Microcap Hot Topics articles reflect sponsored (paid) research but can also include non-
sponsored micro-cap research ideas that typically carry greater risks than those stocks covered in the Select 
Research category. It is important to note that while we may track performance separately, we utilize many of 
the same coverage criteria in determining coverage of all stocks in both research formats. Research reports on 
profiled stocks in the Opportunity Research format typically have a higher risk profile and may offer greater 
upside. Goldman Small Cap Research was compensated by the Company in the amount of $5000 for a 
research subscription service. All information contained in this report was provided by the Company via filings, 
press releases or its website, or through our own due diligence. Our analysts are responsible only to the public, 
and are paid in advance to eliminate pecuniary interests, retain editorial control, and ensure independence. 
Analysts are compensated on a per report basis and not on the basis of his/her recommendations. 

Goldman Small Cap Research is not affiliated in any way with Goldman Sachs & Co. 

Separate from the factual content of our articles about the Company, we may from time to time include our own 
opinions about the Company, its business, markets and opportunities. Any opinions we may offer about the 
Company are solely our own and are made in reliance upon our rights under the First Amendment to the U.S. 
Constitution, and are provided solely for the general opinionated discussion of our readers. Our opinions 
should not be considered to be complete, precise, accurate, or current investment advice. Such information 
and the opinions expressed are subject to change without notice.  

The information used and statements of fact made have been obtained from sources considered reliable but 
we neither guarantee nor represent the completeness or accuracy. Goldman Small Cap Research did not 
make an independent investigation or inquiry as to the accuracy of any information provided by the Company, 
or other firms. Goldman Small Cap Research relied solely upon information provided by the Company through 
its filings, press releases, presentations, and through its own internal due diligence for accuracy and 
completeness. Such information and the opinions expressed are subject to change without notice. A Goldman 

http://www.goldmanresearch.com/
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Small Cap Research report or note is not intended as an offering, recommendation, or a solicitation of an offer 
to buy or sell the securities mentioned or discussed. This report does not take into account the investment 
objectives, financial situation, or particular needs of any particular person. This report does not provide all 
information material to an investor’s decision about whether or not to make any investment. Any discussion of 
risks in this presentation is not a disclosure of all risks or a complete discussion of the risks mentioned. Neither 
Goldman Small Cap Research, nor its parent, is registered as a securities broker-dealer or an investment 
adviser with FINRA, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission or with any state securities regulatory 
authority. 

ALL INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS PROVIDED “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR 
IMPLIED, OR REPRESENTATIONS OF ANY KIND. TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMISSIBLE UNDER 
APPLICABLE LAW, TWO TRIANGLE CONSULTING GROUP, LLC WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR THE 
QUALITY, ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, RELIABILITY OR TIMELINESS OF THIS INFORMATION, OR 
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES THAT 
MAY ARISE OUT OF THE USE OF THIS INFORMATION BY YOU OR ANYONE ELSE (INCLUDING, BUT 
NOT LIMITED TO, LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF OPPORTUNITIES, TRADING LOSSES, AND DAMAGES 
THAT MAY RESULT FROM ANY INACCURACY OR INCOMPLETENESS OF THIS INFORMATION). TO THE 
FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, TWO TRIANGLE CONSULTING GROUP, LLC WILL NOT BE 
LIABLE TO YOU OR ANYONE ELSE UNDER ANY TORT, CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY, 
PRODUCTS LIABILITY, OR OTHER THEORY WITH RESPECT TO THIS PRESENTATION OF 
INFORMATION. 

For more information, visit our Disclaimer: www.goldmanresearch.com 
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